- Carry - bag

- P ortable cot with 4 feet attached
- Mattress
- 4 poles
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1.Unzip the travel bag and open the mattress.
2.Unfold cot and straightencot. Ensure you hear it click/lock into place.
Turn upside down.
3. Take out 4 poles from small bag,Insert all four poles.Ensure the pop pin
clicks into place.
4.Attach 4 feet into the hole of the poles.Turn cot upright
5.Place mattress into cot and then turn as per diagrams. Find the straps
under each mattress corner. Pass straps through the slit at the base of
the cot and connect them to the hook on each foot.
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1.Unhook the m attress straps from each corner . Fold m attress in half .
Turn and and lift mattress from cot base.
2.Turn cot upside down . Detach feet from poles on each corner at rst .
3.Push in release pin and remove poles , place 4 poles into small bag .
Then turn cot upright .
4.Push release buttons ( in the middle of the long top rail ) to unlock
cot and fold it in half
.
5.Place frame and poles onto mattress , fold mattress into a U - shape
and place into carry bag .
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For products that have a separate mattress that is not permanently d in place:

Use ONLY mattress/pad provided by manufacturer
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Follow us on
@dreamonmeinc
@dreamonmeinc
to get your nursery featured on our social media.
Enter our monthly giveaway!

Chat with us!

Simply scan the QRcode to register.

For any questions or concerns or feedback.

